
UNIT 112 WHAT IS SOCIAL RESEARCH? 

The issue of the justifications for and relationship between quantitative and quali- 
tative method has been one of the most important axes of methodological debate 
in twentieth-century social research. Often it has acted as a focus for all the issues 
concerned with the methodological relevance of the natural sciences for social 
research In this course we will be concerned with both sorts of research and will 
emphasize what they share in common. Many social researchers, however, would 
regard this emphasis as misleading 

9 STYLE O F  PRESENTATION 
There is l~ttle doubt that we distinguish between research findings and other sorts 
of information partly in terms of how they are presented According to some 
interpretations of the scientific model, research findings should be presented in a 
straightforward fashion without rhetoric. However, in the strictly technical sense, 
no writing can be without rhetoric all writing is directed towards an audience and 
is formulated so as to be intelligible and persuasive to that audience This is as 
true of research in the natural sciences as of social research (Gilbert and Mulkay, 
1984; Simons, 1988) 

A considerable body of social research is reported in a form that is modelled on 
the research reports of natural scientists. Here a more or less standard format is 
often followed. presentation of the research problem and hypotheses, indication 
of the methods used, details of the findings, followed by a discussion of the impli- 
cations of these findings. It is a format that has been criticized precisely because it 
appeals to the natural scientific model, and (it is suggested) m that way seeks to 
persuade the audience of the validity of the findings in an illicit fashion Also, it 
presents an overly systematic impression of the research process. It seems to 
imply that the researcher simply starts with a problem, develops hypotheses to 
explain it, collects and analyses data to test those hypotheses, and draws con- 
clusions on the basis of the results. Yet, little research, quantitative or qualitative, 
is as straightforward and unproblematic as this implies 

For these reasons, many research reports in social science, especially those based 
on qualitative method, do not adopt this format. They are often closer to the forms 
used by non-academic, non-fiction writers, and sometimes even to those 
employed by novelists (Clifford and Marcus, 1986; Atkinson, 1990). However, in 
recent years these rhetorical strategies have themselves attracted criticism This is 
not because they are literary rather than scientific, but because they involve what 
we can call realist rhetoric they attempt to persuade the reader of the truth of 
what is recounted by means of the appeal to first person experience, as if because 
a researcher has mingled with people, observed their behaviour, and talked infor- 
mally with them he or she is thereby able to present the truth about their lives. 
Critics of such realist rhetoric reject any such claim to represent reality, on the 
arguments about the problematic status of truth and reality that I discussed earlier 
Instead they propose the use of unconventional rhetorical strategies, such as the 
presentation of dialogues between researcher and informants, or other forms of 
multi-vocal text These strategies, it is argued, more accurately represent the status 
of what is provided in research reports (Clifford and Marcus, 1986) 

This debate about the form and style of research reports is of considerable value 
It is easy to forget how the way things are presented can affect how they are 
interpreted, and the assumptions that are built into different formats employed in 
reporting research. There is a danger, though, that some of the arguments about 
thts issue will lead us astray. What I have called the natural science format may 
encourage us to give more weight to conclusions than we should do only zf we 
remain unaware of thzs danger What this implies is the need for caution, not 
necessarily the abandonment of the format. And exactly the same applies to the 
realistic literary rhetoric sometimes used by qualitative researchers. What is most 
important is that researchers use the format that is best suited to their purposes, 
and that readers of research reports take account of the chances of being misled 
by the rhetorical strategies employed by researchers. 
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CONCLUSION 
In thls double unit we have looked at the nature of social research. We began by 
considering what marked social research off from other sorts of research. We 
noted that this was by no means clear-cut, but that in broad terms the focus of 
social research 1s relatively easily identifiable. At the same time, I emphasized its 
mternal diversity, belng divided by discipline and also dispersed across a variety 
of applied areas. Most of the unit, however, was concerned with the question of 
what counts as research I presented the key features of what I referred to as the 
scientific model, and we looked at each of these and the disputes to which they 
have gwen rise. What emerges clearly from this discussion 1s that social research 
seems to take a very wide range of forms and that there is little agreement among 
those who regard themselves as social researchers about where (if anywhere) the 
boundary around research is to be drawn While I outlined some ways of resolv- 
ing some of these disagreements, these cannot give us a clear and consensual 
definition of social research. Still, you should now have a good sense of some of 
the terram in which the battles over it have been and continue to be fought. 

The account of soclal research in this unit provides you with some of the back- 
ground necessary to understand and assess particular examples of social research. 
In Unit 3/4 we shall explore in more detail how as readers one should approach 
the assessment of researchers' claims. In the closing pages of this unit we shall 
concentrate on the first step of any assessment: understanding and summarizing 
research reports. Any assessment can only be as good as the understanding on 
which it is based. 

There is a tendency to regard reading as a simple activity that is standard across 
types of text and in which most adults are competent. Thls 1s not the case. The 
requirements of reading depend on the nature of the text involved, and on the 
purpose(s) for which the reading is being done. Research reports are not always 
easy reading, and even when they are this may be deceptive - we may not be 
provided with, or succeed in extracting, the information that we need. Further- 
more, reading research reports with a view to understanding and assessing their 
findings is different from other sorts of reading. It is not a matter of skim reading, 
or casual reading to see if there is anything of interest reported That sort of read- 
ing may be a useful initial step, but if one is going to make an assessment of a 
study a much more careful and detailed examination will be necessary. Indeed, 
more than one reading of some parts will almost certainly be required. 

When we read research reports systematically we need to look for a range of 
mformation besides the findings themselves. The following headings indicate the 
sorts of lnformation that are likely to be necessary 

1 Research focus 

By 'focus' I mean the general type or set of social phenomena about which the 
research is designed to provide information. Also relevant here 1s any rationale 
provided for the significance of this focus 

2 Case(s) studied 

Sometimes the research focus is the same as the case(s) studied. For instance, the 
research may be concerned with a particular organization that is of Interest in 
itself. However, very often researchers seek to draw conclusions from the case(s) 
they study about some larger population of cases. Where thls is true we need 
information about the cases actually investigated and about the grounds for gener- 
allzation to the larger population wh~ch serves as the research focus. 
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3 The methods used 

When we come to assessing research findings, we will usually need to know 
something about the methods used to obtain, process and analyse the data. Infor- 
mation provided by the author about those methods therefore needs to be noted. 

4 The main claims and the evidence provided in support of them 

By the maln claims I mean those claims about the case(s) studied that the author 
treats as most significant and seeks to use as a basis for conclusions about the 
research focus Equally Important is the evidence that is offered in support of 
these claims. 

5 The conclusions drawn 

Finally, we need to take note of the conclusions drawn about the research focus 
and the basis for the inferences made from the main claims to these conclusions. 

Of course, an endless amount of information could be provided under each of 
these headings, and both writers and readers of research reports must decide how 
much and what information is necessary. It is not unusual to find authors provid- 
ing what as a reader one judges to be too little information about one or another 
aspect of their research. However, while the absence of relevant information can 
lead to difficult~es in maktng a reasonable assessment of the findings of a study, it 
rarely makes such an assessment impossible. 

READING 
You should now read the art~cle by lane and Peter French 'Gender Imbalances in the 
pnmary classroom: an ~nteract~onal account', reproduced in Offpnnts Booklet I As you 
do so, make notes under the headings given above so as to provide a summary of the 
art~cle that represents a su~table bas~s for assessment of i ts  cla~ms. (You wil be asked to 
make an assessment of the art~cle In Un~t  314.) Complete th~s task before you read on. 

Here is my summary of French and French's argument Compare it wtth your own 
and make a note of anything you have omitted or included that I have not 

Research focus 

French and French begin from what they take to be the well-established finding 
that 'in mixed sex classrooms male pupils receive more teacher attention than do 
females'. Their aim seems to be to provide further evidence for this descriptive 
claim, and to offer an explanation for why it occurs. 

The authors do not indicate what they take to be the significance of their research 
focus, but it seems likely that lt derives from the belief that pupils of different 
gender should be accorded equal treatment and/or the view that differential treat- 
ment of the sexes in the classroom may play an important causal role in produc- 
ing differential educational achievement and occupational mobility on the part of 
males and females 

Case(s) studied 

The evidence the authors rely on comes from a study of classroom interaction in a 
Bristol primary school in the 1970s, though the data they cite in the article comes 
from one fourth-year junior school lesson (pupils aged 1C-11 years) The authors 
claim that this lesson is 'richly representative' of a larger number of lessons in the 
school that were observed, but they do not give any information about the larger 
data set. 

Methods used 

French and French seem to have relied on an audio-recording of the lesson and a 
transcription of that recording, though one of them also observed the lesson. The 
analysis involves a mixture of some simple quantitative and more in-depth quali- 
tative analysis. 
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Main claims and the evidence for them 

The authors make a descriptive claim about differential allocation of teacher atten- 
tion to male and female pupils in the lesson They operationalize the concept of 
teacher attention in terms of the number of turns-at-talk in public interaction with 
the teacher. They provide information about the number of turns taken by girls 
and boys as aggregates in the lesson concerned Ignoring turns taken by pupils as 
a chorus and a small number of instances where the pupils were not identfiable, 
boys produced 50 turns (76 per cent) while girls produced 16 turns (24 per cent). 
Even this fails to represent the full degree of differential participation since there 
were more girls than boys. On the basis of equal participation we would have , 
expected 45 per cent of the turns to be taken by boys and 55 per cent by girls. In 
these terms there was an over-representation by boys (or an under-representation 
by girls) of 31 per cent. Put another way, the mean number of turns per boy was 
3.8 and for girls 1.0; so that, on average, boys had nearly four times as many turns 
as girls. The authors also provide a breakdown of number of turns for each pupil. 

On the basis of these data, French and French claim that there is a gender imbal- 
ance in turns-at-talk, and thus in the distribution of teacher attention. But they also 
argue that this is produced by a small proportion of the boys, notably Tom, 
Matthew, Andrew and Simon. 

The authors put forward an explanation for the gender imbalance they found. 
They argue that it arose from the employment by the most highly participating 
boys of teacher attention-seeking strategies, such as the report of surpnsing infor- 
mation. They support this by examining the utterances of these boys and the 
teacher's reaction to them. 

Conclusions drawn 

On the basis of their research the authors conclude that teachers must take care 
not to be manipulated by boys into giving them an excessive amount of attention. 
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ANSWER TO ACTIVITY 

ACTIVITY I 

My initial attempt to identify the main features of research resulted in the follow- 
ing: its main focus is the production of factual information (rather than fiction or 
value judgements); it is based on systematic data analysis; and its findings are 
published There is no consensus about the definition of research but this list cap- 
tures some of the features sometimes associated with it. In the main text of the 
unit I discuss some of the most influential ideas often associated with the concept 
of research. 

Here are my judgements about each inquiry reported in the newspaper items. As 
you will see, in some cases I find it difficult to decide. Please note that these are 
not in any sense 'correct answers', merely my judgements. Obviously, one cannot 
rely on newspaper reports to come to reliable conclusions about the sources of 
information referred to. However, I suspect that some of the same uncertainty 
would arise even if we had more and better information. 

1 (Car theft) Research. Factual information apparently based on systematic data. 

2 (Family benefits) Probably research, but the newspaper report gives the 
impression that a pressure group is at work, and this suggests the possibility 
of propaganda. However, the Family Policy Studies Centre is primarily a 
research organization, though one with a commitment to influencing govern- 
ment policy. 

3 (South Africa) Not research. The opinion of someone with an ulterior motive. 

4 (NHS workers and violence) Uncertain. 

5 (Environmental litigation) Not research. 

The information reported in items 3, 4 and 5 is produced by organizations with a 
strong interest in the results. One suspects the managing of information for politi- 
cal purposes. But this is not to say the information is false. 

6 (Housing) Uncertain, because I am not sure whether the Institute of Public 
Policy Research is a research organization or an interest group. 

7 (Economic forecast) Research. 

8 (Police crime) Research. Interested party but internal report and not obviously 
propaganda. 

9 (Company fraud) Uncertain. Organization clearly has an Interest, though infor- 
mation may be correct. 

10 (Hospital meetings) Research. 

11 (Local tncome tax) Not research. Not a research organization, clear interest 
involved. 

12 (Executives quitting boardroom) Research. No obvious interest, though the 
organization itself is not directly concerned with research and has obvious 
interest in this field. 

13 (Company moves) Research 

14 (Tycoons) Research. 

15 (Women over 40 having children) Research. 
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16 (Childcare) Not research. Produced by a pressure group and clearly in line 
with their interests. 

17 (Boredom and youth crime) Research. 

(Highway robbery) Research 

18 (Police force efficiency) Research 

19 (HMI Culloden) Uncertain. HMI reports might normally be regarded as 
research but this one seems to have been politically motivated. 
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On Weber's case for value neutrality, see. 

Keat, R. and Urry, J. (1982) Social m e o y  as Sczence, Chap 9, London, Routledge 
& Kegan Paul 

For discussions of the dfierences between quantitative and qualitative research, 
see. 

Bryman, A. (1988) Quality and Quantity zn Social Research, London, Unwin 
Hyman 

Hamrnersley, M. (1992) What's Wmng with Ethnography?, Chap 9, London, Rout- 
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There is now a considerable literature on the rhetoric of social research reports, 
see for example. 

Clifford, J.  and Marcus, G (1986) Writing Culture, Berkeley, University of Califor- 
nia Press. 

van Maanen, J. (1988) Tales of the Field. on Wnting Ethnography, Chicago, Univer- 
sity of Chicago Press 

Atkinson, P (1990) i%e Ethnographzc Imagznation, London, Routledge 

For a more advanced discussion of many of the issues discussed in this unit, see 

Kaplan, A. (1964) i%e Conduct of Inquiry, San Francisco, Chandler 

While this book is now rather old, it is still illuminating. 
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